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2018 marked 10 years since David Merritt began to print single poems on A3 sheets & fold them into 

postcard-sized “books” with hand-stamped titles on scavenged covers from various sources. For a 

decade now Merritt has sold, bartered, or plain given away these books on street benches & in 

markets up & down New Zealand, & thousands are now in cherished collections all over the world. 

It’s time someone took a proper look at their place in the history of New Zealand’s poetry & 

bookmaking, to point out some corners where more in-depth study could start.  

 
 David’s books at home on a bench on Auckland’s Karangahape Road (Photo: Hamish) 
 

1. First the process… 

 

Somewhere on the road in New Zealand is a poet whose work feels a bit like chopping wood, or firing 

hand-made bricks—little wonder that David Merritt routinely describes himself residing at “the 

coalface of poetry.” He is best known for “upcycled” books, the construction of which is worth 
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committing to record. The situation is this: op-shops nationwide are littered with endless & unwanted 

Reader’s Digest Select Editions condensed novels, published in surprisingly lavish hardback form. 

These carbon sinks are usually on skip row, destined for recycling plant or landfill, & so David 

acquires them by the banana box for next to nothing. Now, hold your breath… The interior paper is 

ripped out and piled up to recycle, or the dead leaves are injected back into the earth to bulk up raised 

garden beds if the opportunity is at hand. The empty hardback shells are cut across in 2 & turned 

inside out so the paisley endpapers become the outer covers of a postcard-sized book with a stapled 

spine. A poem’s title is rubber-stamped by hand, & an A3 sheet of said poem is glued & folded 

inside: “The vicarious thrills, emotions, sensations & deja-vu’s range from National Socialist through 

to Charles Atlas.”1 

 

The first of these poetic one-shots appeared in 2008 as unlikely talismans of the financial crisis, but 

Merritt’s self-publishing history had always opposed the traditional “slim volume” of the university 

presses. Instead of the slaughterhouse conveyor from creative writing program to bargain bin, he 

produced in the 80s & 90s puzzles such as full-A3 “coffee table chapbooks” bound with gaffer tape. 

But harder times would demand materials more freely available. The so-called A3 foldouts began 

their tenure in covers fashioned from banana box linings scavenged behind supermarkets, before 

David encountered untapped reserves of Reader’s Digests at the Whanganui Red Cross book fair, 

acquiring large quantities first intended for use as insulation in his shed home in rural Taranaki. The 

distribution model is also noteworthy, as in 10 years of producing these rough-&-ready books Merritt 

has achieved what few poets can claim: a living from poetry. He carts himself up & down the country 

on cheap bus fares, or in his 

1974 Landrover when in running order, assembling & flogging off his books wherever suits. Benches 

outside St Kevin’s Arcade on Auckland’s K Rd, or by Cuba Mall’s bucket fountain in Wellington. 

Nestled in amongst the Whanganui or Motueka town markets. Rubbing shoulders with DIY hipsters 

half his age at indie publishing zinefests in Hamilton, Christchurch, Dunedin. Available in the lounge 

aboard the inter-island ferry on select dates: 

 

I still go to sleep with $42 or $48 in my pockets & in the morning I spend 

$6 on photocopies 

$7 on coffee 

$18 on smokes 

$3 on a gluestick 

$10 on food, often tinned tuna, mayo, oranges, bananas, chocolate, bagels. 

 

During the day I make 5–15 books. I give away some, I sell some. 
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Each night I go to sleep with $42–$48 in my pockets. 
                                                           Crisis & Duplication (Compound Press, 2017): 20 

 

It’s a reasonable bet that no one in New Zealand literature works as hard as David Merritt—no one 

living by their art quite so acutely. While university presses rarely produce more than 300 copies for 

an edition of poetry, untold thousands of the A3 foldout poems have slipped into pockets & homes all 

over New Zealand & the world: passers-by in the street including especially bemused tourists, 

marketgoers, marginal denizens who know the spots to look out for him across the land. Describe 

them to a crowd & you’ll often find someone who has received a David Merritt poem as a sly gift. At 

$5 a pop, it’s plausible that he is—however unofficially—one of the highest grossing poets in New 

Zealand. I would go so far as to say that, given the size of “mainstream” (institutional) poetry’s 

audience, there is a sizeable demographic in the country for whom David Merritt IS poetry—his work 

reaching people & places inaccessible to so much imprisoned in cultural capitals. For all their 

informality, there are certainly 

burgeoning collectors of these artefacts. Not content to oppose only the form of the slim volume, 

Merritt defies also the standard dusty bookshelf storage by recontextualising old metal toast racks as 

“poetry racks”. Since 2010 David has been acquiring a monopoly position in these apparatuses (op-

shops again) that ensure rightful placement on a table or otherwise conspicuous surface for those who 

own enough of his titles to justify an alternative stockpiling method. 

 

I am lucky enough to know David as both a friend and publisher. I do much of the printing that makes 

its way into his books, and have even collaborated to issue his writing in joint publication ventures 

between his Landroverfarm Press and my own Compound Press. 

 

 
                             Me and David on Auckland’s Karangahape Road (Photo: Dennis Thorpe) 
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2. The optimist in me surveys a pile of stuff 

 

In a world where artisanal & handmade qualities drive another kind of consumer identity, it would be 

naïve to deny that many people connect with the rustic ingenuity of Merritt’s self-publishing. To 

encounter him on a bench in town assembling books before your eyes with glue stick & stamp pad is 

to remember that much of what is marketed as bespoke in fact remains largely mass & mechanically 

produced. Fashionably raw & unfinished wooden furniture, organic produce, & so on. It would be 

easy to suggest that the principal enjoyment of Merritt’s work is at the physical & tactile level, rather 

than with the texts therein. But this is no hackneyed Kiwi DIY™ as mere packaging gimmick. Rather, 

the vigilante justice of seizing materials to repurpose—the matter of unwanted commodities literally 

taken into his own hands—marks how the poems’ opposition to homogenising market forces begins at 

their very bones. One need only read Currencies (2015)2 to appreciate what counts for legal tender 

when paying for David’s books. Food ranging from chocolate biscuits & macaroni cheese to 

watercress omelettes; other consumables such as tobacco & valium; transport aides from busfares to 

Landrover engines. Yet even as his poetic productions afford a mercantile livelihood—however 

marginal—he remains excluded from the “market” devised for New Zealand literature. His estimated 

yearly sales in the thousands are absent from national figures on book circulation that won’t admit 

roadside sales alongside the sanctioned commodities of bookstores. 

 

 

 

The job description is both 

obscure and ever changing. 

 

Dwell in the mineshaft of doom, 

allow emotions full unbridled reign, 

experience all feelings with equanimity, 

you may, however, focus on 

the melancholy and the sad.                                               from Canary (2015) 

 

It’s tempting to believe that, far from being a victim of “neglect”, Merritt’s nonconformity has in fact 

carved out for him a satisfying niche. But while dwelling in the margins is no doubt a contributing 

animating force as for many counter-culturalists, neither is it enough. Amongst other trappings of 

desired literary orthodoxy, you’ll find David out of Presbyterian work ethic depositing titles in the 

National Library with official ISBNs, regularly applying for Creative New Zealand grants (never 
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received), and a yearly project to drum up followers to nominate him for the Prime Minister’s Award 

for Literary Achievement. Yet even as he wouldn’t sneeze at some recognition from the literary 

establishment, he’s too much on the move to wait for it. Life is too tough, and the niche isn’t a 

comfortable one, but it’s what he can depend on. 

 

 
       David’s busy merch tent at WOMAD music festival in 2018 (Photo: Justine) 

 

If Merritt’s populist supply chain renders him largely invisible to the mechanics of the mainstream 

culture industry, it’s doubly so for the “low culture” instilled in his poems by the Marxist project of 

being his own means of production. The language is generally straightforward, to the point of 

unpalatable for those schooled in bourgeois post-postmodernism that so often retreats from any stand 

in the world, far from being a radical refusal of dominant culture. The greatest assets of his best 

poems are a deadpan irony that could only be dreamed of by even the most sardonically hip 

contemporary poet, at the same time as raw & emotional sincerity that much contemporary poetry 

wouldn’t be seen dead in the 

company of. To witness the first contradictory pole, consider Speed of Sound (2009) reproduced 

below in its entirety, which plays surveillance drone to a scene of the traditional domestic dispute: 

 

I hope I’ll be able to hear the sounds of the arguing, loud, late at night. 
 
I hope the sound of the smashing crockery is plainly audible. 

 
I hope you save your best emotional scenes for the still of the middle of the 

evening, when the noise of constant fights will travel best across the road to me 
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and 
 
Then go up the misty river valleys, 
 
Where they will scare native birds into noisy flight, scatter the cattle and 

induce terrible nightmares into the peaceful sleep of small children. 
 
Can you do that for me? 
 
Conduct all of your fight sequences when atmospheric conditions are best 

suited for listening and recording. 
 
Cheers.                                                                                     Speed of Sound (2009) 

                                                                                

What begins as a neighbour part-recounting, part-prophesying, the tragic noise that will travel across 

the road quickly exceeds quotidian geometry; the racket’s path heads “up the misty river valleys” & 

takes on a life of its own to “scare native birds” & “scatter the cattle.” It’s night (of course), the best 

of all mediums for sound, the valley hills no doubt trammelled with the contours of livestock: the 

New Zealand Gothic. The poem leads with what are undoubtedly descriptions of real past incidents 

given a mysterious future tense: “I hope I’ll be able to hear the sounds of the arguing, loud, late at 

night. // I hope the sound of the smashing crockery is plainly audible.” Such ironic optimism is 

characteristic of Merritt, at once reaching out with an ear of compassion to the subjects of his poems, 

yet unrepentant vis-à-vis life’s inevitable misfortunes, as if to assure you he is just as pitiable as any 

other soul. 

 

But the rapport in Speed of Sound is also cheeky, almost delighting in amplifying the homely crisis 

into cinematic drama (“emotional scenes . . . fight sequences”) with the power to unsettle nature itself. 

Things turn steadily more caustic—“Can you do that for me?”—the speaker perhaps torn between 

bitter schadenfreude & genuine sadness over a former lover’s tragic new station. At the very least we 

are unsure if the speaker is purely goading or whether, however circuitously, heartfelt solidarity & 

encouragement to persevere despite everything is expressed here. This is the empathy of someone 

who has lived in transient circumstances without an official address for many years, & counts 

amongst his peers the outcasts, addicts, & basket cases of society (see Perfect Fit, 2014); where 

mutual aid is essential to survival, while every effort may be tinged with I’ve got enough of my own 

shit to worry about. 

 

The punchlines in the second half of this poem draw much of their effect from syntactic rhythm; wry 

& abrupt segmenting of phrases inducing acerbic readings. Merritt often flicks this switch in moments 

of address, such as We Already ½ Dress for the War (2015), which starts out as a proclamation of 
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thick skin; bulking up in camouflaged jackets to weather the everyday world. Yet it’s unclear whether 

the padding is just civilian-grade survival gear or in fact military-issue fatigues—less a point of proud 

toughness & more an involuntary uniform prescribed to misfits: “I am already half-dressed for war, 

thanks.” If Speed of Sound sings to a particular individual, this poem snipes at the pressures of 

faceless society, yet there is a measure of clouded distance between speaker & addressee in both 

cases—whether it’s made of night or bureaucracy—that must be punctured by the singular “cheers” 

or “thanks”. 

 

 
                                  David holding office hours in Rotorua. 

 

I miss you, 

you should know this, 

over a distance which 

kills me slowly like 

river water running over sad rocks.                                       from Sad Rocks (2017) 

 

At the same time, a connective attention survives the sarcasm & points equally to David’s uncommon 

compassionate sincerity; opposing poles that many poets would struggle to successfully cohabitate. 

But for Merritt opposition allows him to dole out a backstory of hard lessons & tough love via 

outpourings few would allow so unguarded by literary artifice. The rote melodrama of heartache 

descends in the above excerpt upon an image both obvious & unexpected; of course there is an innate 

dolefulness in rocks draped by waters of some minor stream a little too humdrum to really call  

running.” As is often the case, it’s likely his deliberate emotional nearness to his own history of spent 

marriages, broken families, poor health, precarious urban circumstances or deeply isolated rural ones, 
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& finding little support from the literary establishment despite 30 years of service that galvanises such 

hazy yet acute pictures of lack in Merritt’s poems: 

 

You intensely crave this, wish it could 

have lasted forever and foolishly this 

feeling of loss, sadness and betrayal 

hangs about you for years.                                                                            from Hold On (2013) 

 

Anything but self-absorbed, many of the poems make ample of this generalised “you” that functions 

as both first & second person. It’s a simple feature of casual storytelling—so you’re walking down the 

street, right?, by which I mean I was but it just as easily could have been you—where the singular 

pronoun retains the intimacy of 1-to-1 conversation, yet includes the reader & indeed anyone & 

everyone in the speaker’s autobiography: “You stand around at home for 48 minutes of peace, content 

in the middle of midnight, you are a chance visitor, out of the blue, no warning.” (Listen, 2016) In this 

day & age it’s not enough just to wear your heart on your sleeve,—if you’re serious about anything, 

you have to cut it up & distribute it across both sleeves. One heart in 2 places at once, like data 

packets travelling over TCP/IP that get split up to find the fastest path over a network, & reassembled 

on a computer at the other end. More on this later… 

 

 
    David texting and caffeinating on Wellington’s Cuba Mall (Photo: Hamish) 
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3. In overdraft at the bank of human kindness 

 

We can’t reduce the challenge of Merritt’s poems to their object status, as even without their material 

methods the surprising dual attack of biting irony & overwhelming sincerity leaves us at once 

alienated & affected. Yet it remains obvious that the physical situation of Merritt’s poetry is vital to a 

complete understanding of it. 

 

If we’re being as honest as David would hope, he can & does write “poorly”—some poems 

overwrought to the point of cringe—but this is also part of the game. “Here, this one’s awful,” he says 

waving it into your hands. From hundreds of poems, a rotating cast of 50–80 stay in print, in part 

playing the market by replenishing bestsellers, but also as a reflection of his current state. Not 

particularly concerned with which poems are “good” or “bad”, the model instead covers the bases of 

topic, emotion, & experience; poems for dog owners, coffee drinkers, or the freshly in/out of 

love/misery. In a bog standard paperback collection this would be a clichéd miscellany, but the way 

his poems are realised in the world does something more. The volatile lineup is a key ingredient in the 

idiosyncratic David Merritt Poetry Experience performances, where you’ll find piles of the A3 

foldout poems mobilised “into easily digestible sub-group boxes of, say, sad or happy or angry, overly 

political, geeky, obtuse, or combinations of them all.” In this hard reset of the poetry reading the 

punters determine the order of events—“the emotions they want to read”—by perusing available 

material, & making requests to hear this or that poem alongside short sets & rambling anecdotes by 

the poet under his own steam. Instead of passive silence, those assembled are encouraged to continue 

talking, to sip &/or spill drinks, & even keep up whatever digitally networked media preoccupies 

them.The poet is probably not even in the room half the time, just as likely to be outside the venue or 

café having a smoke.3 
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 Launch event for Crisis & Duplication at Compound Press (Photo: Chris Corson-Scott) 

 

4. I did not invent… 

 

In order to better understand Merritt’s books as objects containing text, it’s worth looking at other 

New Zealand poets who are likewise printers & bookmakers. For notable printer poet Alan Loney, the 

new New Zealand poetry that emerged chiefly in the 1930s is inseparable from the new presses that 

adventurously propagated their work.4 The earlier printer poet Denis Glover’s Caxton Press delivered 

significant editions of Ursula Bethell, Charles Brasch, Allen Curnow, A.R.D. Fairburn, & Glover 

himself, as well as Janet Frame, & Frank Sargeson. Ron Holloway & Bob Lowry conspired first at the 

Auckland University printing club to issue the vanguard periodical Phoenix, then later via Unicorn 

Press produced collections by R.A.K. Mason, & D’Arcy Cresswell. Such touchstones appear 

helplessly canonical now, but they held in common a rebellion against perceived sensibilities of an 

ageing generation pathologically limited to the “daisied path of pallid good taste.”5 Glover’s feud with 

Charles Marris is well documented, & it was Lowry’s resolute dissemination of anti-establishment & 

radical material that put him at such odds with the university that activities had to move elsewhere. 

But just as much as their maverick acts, what made these pioneering printers of New Zealand 

literature remarkable was a rare & deep engagement with the history of printing & bookmaking as an 

expressive art. The majority of practising printers throughout the technology’s history have been 

essentially working craftsmen little occupied by the intellectual aspects of their business. To the 

contrary, Bob Lowry was deeply influenced by the philosophy of print design in Eric Gill’s An essay 
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in typography (1931), & studied closely Stanley Morrison’s histories of the classical typefaces recut 

for modern presses by the Monotype Corporation.6 Glover was determined for the issuance of the 

Caxton Press to be “as well carried out typographically and technically as has lain within our 

powers”7—an outlet for New Zealand literature matching Faber & Faber, or the Hogarth Press. For 

Loney, a modernising of New Zealand’s literature, but especially its poetry, necessarily went hand-in-

hand with the emergence of a new culture of printing & bookmaking.8 

 

Loney himself has a significant place in the printed history of New Zealand poetry. He founded the 

Hawk Press with Ian Wedde’s Pathway to the Sea (1975) & like Glover incorporated self-publishing 

with his second book of poems dear Mondrian (1976), but also printed Robert Creeley’s Hello 

(1976). He is undoubtedly one of New Zealand’s master printers, & founded with Peter Simpson the 

Holloway Press at Auckland University. Most pertinent here is the manifest presence of Loney’s 

material craft within his literary art; his own poems’ images & arguments often framed by concerns of 

bookmaking methods. Dampening paper in preparation for printing, the bite of metal type into soft 

paper, how the time must lapse between impressions: “I am made into numberless delible editions”9. 

The Erasure Tapes (1994) is a distinctly square publication compared to the usual portrait paperback 

ratio, in which broad prose poems stretch across the page that both begin & end in medias res. As 

much as this incompleteness reflects a widely-acknowledged association between Loney & Olsonian 

“open form”, the implied continuation is also symptomatic of how deeply the repetitive acts of his 

craft are entwined into poetic thought: “The dance, the repeated steps of printing, without jerked 

shifts of movements or of thought, is more important than the attempt to get it right”10. In an 

otherwise sharply lineated poem ‘the alphabet arise’ from the later collection Sidetracks (1998), a 

sudden prose paragraph offers a uniquely post-colonial lament over the prescriptive demands of 

clarity & order in Hermann Zapf’s Manuale Typographicum (1954): “As printing was a function of 

humanism, the colonial push. Is it merely now just another servant, but now of commerce and 

power?”11 

 

In his critical writing Loney rails against a pervasive distinction between book & text in New Zealand 

writing on poetry: “Book reviews, essays, academic articles, surveys and so on of New Zealand 

poetry are relentless in their focus on disembodied texts,”12 and refuse to engage with how the 

material contexts of publication affect what poems are able to do. Images of printing in Loney’s 

poems are not then purely idiosyncratic. Insofar as they are represented as images in books of poetry, 

it becomes possible to see every hue & form in the world as correlated to some ink pigment or metal 

type letterform. The evocation of positive (printed) form vs. negative (page) space pays attention not 

just to representation, but how representation happens in the first place:  
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listening for the sticky hiss of ink on type. 

the solid sound of cicadas outside. 
 
Ink:         a bit on the dark side  
               a bit on the light side 
 
flickering streetlights 

flickering stars                                                                                  Sidetracks (1998): 70 

 

 

5. Motherly advice number 11285 

 

 
                                            David’s stamp kit used for the covers of A3 poems 

 

Down the road, David Merritt’s bookmaking frequently crops up as a subject of his own poems. As 

with Loney, the appearance of a different kind of poetry is inextricable from the means used to realise 

that poetry. For many, the mention of “Poetry” itself within a poem makes for a minefield of self-

involvement—a red flag that the poem is at best only for other poets, at worst only for the poet who 

wrote it. It’s difficult to level this charge at Merritt. Whenever his literary production appears as a 

topic it’s in the context of his direct distribution reaching out to people on the street, as well as the 

model of curated topics that are user-driven rather than poet-centric: 

 

You sit on a bench in a public place for hours and days and weeks and months 

and now years and make books. Somehow the street seems to look after you, 

with patrons, mates, fans. You become part of a community of folk, not invisible 
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but clearly working like everyone else, doing something. 

  

Very few people sometimes notice you.                      from Slow Motion Train (2016): 15 

 

The poem could easily have ended with the enigmatically deliberate placement of the adverb at the 

end of a paragraph rushing with pensive & bittersweet passing of time. But the adverb must return, 

signing off with ambiguously tentative word order, & that “you” functioning also like an “I” shows 

how the fabrication of culture, always ultimately for the commons, is especially so for Merritt sitting 

on a street bench: “It’s sometimes up to you to be engaging, optimistic. Kind.” The poems operate 

with generous transparency through which all aspects of their process are up for scrutiny, whether via 

snapshots of Merritt photocopying at the local Warehouse Stationery (Minimum Wage Slaves, 2014), 

or candidly slotting his methods into a SWOT analysis as though drafting a business plan (Slow 

Motion Train, 2016). The motion of glue stick against paper becomes as much a part of writing as a 

worn pencil stub on a cheap 1B5 notebook (Coverage, 2015). 

 

But the most important facet of Merritt’s bookmaking in his poems is the plethora of references to 

digital information storage, transportation, & manipulation. Instead of Loney’s metal type & platen 

presses, these poems are forged in the bytes of software like Adobe InDesign—PageMaker & 

QuarkXPress before that. Just as New Zealand’s pioneering printers engaged intellectually & 

philosophically with the history of typography, Merritt’s praxis involves deep consideration of what it 

means to produce texts & books in the era of consumer-grade Desktop Publishing (DTP) software. In 

an earlier life (the 90s) he was a lecturer & theorist in digital culture & technology at AUT, & was 

articulating how each use of software was an act with political & cultural consequences long before 

Google’s monopoly had entered public consciousness. Although the barrier to entry in digital culture 

is at historic lows with the proliferation of transmission & (re)presentation capabilities, it’s now also 

matched by a spectre of control in proprietary software, & zealous Digital Rights Management 

(DRM). No more the highly specialised skills & equipment required to run a printing press; PCs & 

DTP, personal websites & blogging platforms democratised access to information by promising 

everyone a WWW soapbox. In order to ensure the continued supremacy of the official narrative, new 

& more abstract forms of control had to be concocted, like exorbitant prices for suites of software 

such as Microsoft Office, or complex practices like Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) that make sure 

only those with the most resources would make the front page. Such questions of open culture are 

what lead the David Merritt Enterprise to take the form it has, each Landroverfarm Press title 

stamped with a “copyleft” icon encouraging unbridled proliferation with not a thought spared for 

intellectual property rights: 
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I don't want to stop my work from being a bit torrent. So. All parts of this work 

may be re-published, re-produced, re-performed, re-distributed & 

re-transmitted in any form or media & by any other means; digital, electronic 

or mechanical, &/or including photocopy, recording or any information data 

or retrieval system not known or yet to be invented, without permission from 

the author, his authorised agent(s) & his heirs. Acknowledgement is nice. 

Cheers & thanks. 

 

 
                                David being Web 2.0 savvy 
 

Nowhere are his concerns for digital welfare so explicit as in the Geek Prayers. Here, absurdly 

specific points of computer systems & networks are astutely held up as religious mysteries requiring 

divine intervention. At once wryly conscious of the limited audience that may truly understand the 

terms at play, yet with the keenest sense of how such language may be deployed within a framework 

of common culture, & extended with the grace of compassionate wellwishing—digital rhythms deftly 

inhabit the ancient tradition of liturgy, of which anyone may have some boilerplate understanding: 

 

Lord, 

When we successfully reboot 

The network gateway, 

Please restart the 

TCPIP shaping script 

And 
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… 

Lord 

May we never have 

A kernel panic over 

PCI resource allocations 

And 

Lord 

When we ping 

We are able top 

SSH tunnel 

And 

… 

Lord 

If we mount 

Dev slash HDA3 

As home then please 

Lord 

Make all the 

Chom permissions 

Work out fine 

Amen                                                                     from Geek Prayer #4 (2008) 

 

These technological textures are not just to evoke the zeitgeist. Rather, every mention of a computing 

command or method of writing data stands in relation to the production of poetry—indeed the 

production of any thought at all—in the radically digital world. Those who attempt to force the issue 

of contemporary technology in poetry are often met with raised eyebrows—especially those 

considered “too old” for the prevailing digitally avant-garde youth. But Merritt & his poems are at 

home with such material thanks to comprehensive knowledge able to accurately deploy jargon. To the 

extent that something like “Facebook” seems out of place in Merritt’s poetry, it’s only because that’s 

really entry level stuff for him; he’s more likely to walk you through UNIX man pages, compiling a 

Linux Kernel, or the boot sectors in a partition table map, shouting GREP or shell commands the 

whole way: “Talk in HTML, XML and CSS / Talk in W3 compliant code.” (Geek Prayer #17, 2008). 

You might cringe when in Coalface (2014) he says “My digiworlds collide”, but with the “bog 

standard HTML” that follows David shows he remembers the early internet of plaintext websites with 

no Flash animations or Cascading Style Sheets,—a history of which most digital natives of 
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today have no conception. Amidst all this technical sarcasm, it’s a great irony not lost on Merritt that 

each new generation we label as more “technological” than the last has more & more of the inner 

workings concealed behind ever slicker user interfaces. This is standard in the lifecycle of any new 

development. Installing a program on your PC could be an all-day affair in the 90s—digging around 

in directories, updating drivers—now reduced to a single tap & instant purchase on the app store. The 

workings must be hidden from people for their own good. Like all good art that’s intrinsically grey in 

allegiance, Merritt’s handmade books subtly participate in similarly evasive tactics: the ostentatiously 

analogue texture shielding their production via high-end Adobe software & an extremely digitised 

mindset. The use of a digital typeface that mimics a rubber stamp is not merely naïve kitsch. If 

Alan Loney is New Zealand’s master printer poet in terms of the analogue press, David Merritt is our 

poet prophet of the DIY DTP revolution: “I am trying to single-handedly reinvent both the economics 

of poetry publishing as well as the socioanthropological methods of presenting and performing poetry 

in the new millennium. Good thing my back is broad and my soul and spirit is strong.”13 

 

 
Icon in Memphis Cafe, Wellington (Photo: Tokerau Wilson) 
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6. You sleep up hill 

 

A lot of ink has been spilled in poetic scholarship over whether we should  understand poems 

primarily through their “form” or “content”. The New Criticism born of High Modernism exemplified 

a close reading approach to excavating the core meaning of a text (content), while mid-20th Century 

theorists like Susan Sontag called for more attention to how a work of art does what it does (form). 

Some poets may push us to look one way more than the other, but the tension is not restricted to self-

consciously modern works, as even Petrarchan sonnets or Miltonic epics can be just as much about 

what one can do with language in that possibility space as their thematic content. Far fewer poets 

move the goalposts entirely & force us to consider the very material realisation of their poems as 

indispensable to their nature. Without taking account of David Merritt’s methods of manufacture & 

distribution as necessary responses to economic recession, we miss how precarious modern 

existence’s tribulations are not merely ideas written about or around, but woven into the very fibres of 

the paper & board with which the so-called A3 foldout poems are created. We would fail to grasp the 

Marxist nuances in reclaiming the leftovers of consumption in order to make something more 

meaningful. The David Merritt Poetry Experience manages to emphasise the ephemeral in an 

event built around handing out physical objects, their primary worth in how an audience member can 

hold one in that moment, & maybe ask David if he’ll read it out to the small crowd. Proper attention 

to material is also vital in our time of pulling vast quantities of matter from the ground, burning it for 

energy, & using it to build sprawling edifices across the surface of the planet. As temperatures & 

sea levels inexorably rise, what we choose to do with material & our relationship to matter is now the 

fundamental question of our ability to continue as a species. Whatever your views on carbon 

credits/taxes, or capture & sequestration programs, Merritt’s project of DIY gardening mixed with a 

magnanimous attention to how information moves—through computers or people—all wrapped in 

materials at once avant-garde (upcycled) & classical (clothbound hardcovers) is a much more 

convincing 21st Century ecopoetic vision than any self-righteous back-to-nature poem, any New Age 

permaculture faux-spiritualism, or any quaintly pastoralist rural New Zealand lyric. 
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      David at Cross Street Market (Photo: Dennis Thorpe) 

 

Given the rampant opposition that characterises Merritt’s poetics, there’s some irony in the method of 

an essay to glorify him as an “important” poet. But like anything worth the trouble to do, there’s a 

special measure of futility trying to stop you. His books at once mirror the desire for a rustic 

authenticity in our objects, yet they refuse to be fully commodified, & show up the pre-ripped jeans 

attitude consumerism has towards the handmade. He’s one part antidote to contemporary digital 

poison, at the same time as he understands it far more deeply than even the supposedly tech-savvy 

youth, & certainly more than most artists & writers. He maintains a bitter irony 100% at home in this 

late capitalist alienation factory—a distance that’s become the emotional bread & butter of much 

contemporary literature—but fuses it with a sincerity most poets hardly stomach, especially not 

without annihilating the former. His distribution is an example of direct action woven with a masterful 

practice that is certainly unique in New Zealand, but quite possibly also the world. I’ll leave it there. 
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Summer 2013: 80. 
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